Bahama Cruise, March 12-April 3, 2014, our final log:
We spent the latter half of March cruising around Abaco with multiple nights in Man-O-War Cay and Little Harbour
where Bart has a lot of memories. He and his family spent the school year of ’57 and ’58 in The Bahamas on “Coaster”, a
36’ gaff rigged schooner, returning on various other boats many times since.

M-O-W Harbour as a storm front closes in on us.
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Here’s the Lee family’s “Owl’s Nest” as the storm passed by. Alice Lee’s father, Skipper Robinson, was the first American
to settle on M-O-W. Now there are about 200 Americans and about the same number of natives.

This is the grave marker for Hobey Ford, a dear friend of Bart’s father, “Jonesy.”
Since 1965 when Hobey Ford died until Jonesy, stopped sailing to Man-O-War
in 2004, Jonesy honored his friend by varnishing his grave marker in the M-O-W
cemetery. Here is what we found in March 2014:
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To carry on the tradition, Bart and Dottie got to work:

The finished product:
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Dottie in her Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes on our way to church and a turtle swimming by Ananda:

Here’s Little Harbour at Pete’s Pub:
Pete is son of Randolf Johnston, the famous
Canadian sculptor, who moved to Little Harbour
in the ‘50s with his family on their motorsailer.
The boat later was wrecked in a hurricane and
Pete salvaged the pilot house, planted it on the
beach of the harbor, and in it during the ‘70s
started Pete’s Pub. Since then, a road was cut
through the dense forest to Marsh Harbour
which now provides access for land dwellers as
well as boaters making Pete’s Pub quite an
institution.
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After the Johnston’s boat wrecked, the family lived in this cave while they built a home on shore:
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When the Johnstons settled at Little Harbour, their only neighbor was the Curtis Lowe family. Curtis was the light house
keeper, and had four kids about Bart’s age who became his friends in the late ‘50s and ‘60s. Now a ruin, here is the one
room house that sheltered the family of six. The building to the left was their cook house:

The light house is there to warn ships against wrecking on this forbidding, coral coastline:
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Jill Mason, Bart’s childhood friend and frequent crewmember aboard Ananda, joined us in Marsh Harbour on March 25th
for the passage back to Cudjoe Key. We left Little Harbour and headed south around Hole in the Wall, the southern tip of
Great Abaco. The hole that used to be in the wall broke apart in a recent hurricane and is now a cut:

After rounding Hole in the Wall, we headed west for the Berry Islands and anchored in the lee of White Cay:
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The next morning, April 1st, we headed south around the Berries to the NW Channel on to The Bahama Banks to a point
just north of Orange Cay, and then across the Gulf Stream to Vaca Key (Marathon), arriving April 2nd at 6:20 pm.
On April 3rd we sailed with only our spinnaker making up to 9 knots for the short 27 miles home to Cudjoe Key:
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Here’s the routing for our two month Bahamian cruise (Blue is going over, Red is coming back):

The crew:
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